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THE NEED FOR A HISTORICAL ANALYSIS

• The US Internet emerged more or less sui generis amidst the technological advances that
sparked a revolution in the field of communications. In contrast to the old conception of
the communication infrastructure as a regulated natural monopoly, these rapid
advances allowed for its unbundling and modularization, thereby giving rise to a radically
new paradigm, one that called for deregulation and greater market competition. And just
as in the case of the Internet itself, each new phase of its development, and the policy
puzzles each posed, arose de novo.

• Although the technological architecture of the Internet has remained much the same in
terms of its modularity, openness, and generativity, each phase of the Internet’s
evolution can be differentiated based on aspects such as its political economy, the
economic motivations and incentives fostering its development, and the socioeconomic
organization of the Internet space.

• The development of the Internet must also be analyzed with respect to how each
episode relates to past and future periods. Only by linking historical events can we
correctly consider path dependency, critical junctures, sequencing, and unintended
consequences.



ORGANIZATIONS AND ORGANIZATIONAL 
FIELDS (1)

• An organizational field refers to the network of interdependent actors and
organizations that comprise a recognized area of institutional life.

• Organizations are in a continuous state of flux. To survive, an organization must
be responsive not only to its own internal dynamics but also to external
developments and events. Hence, its effectiveness and ability to survive depends
on how well it can manage the multiple, and at times competing, demands of
those upon whom it depends for resources and support. Thus, much of an
organization’s structure and behavior can be explained in terms of how the
organization is situated and networked to meet these needs.

• Given the complexity involved, organizations can hardly attend to all
environments. They typically attune themselves to a limited number of other like-
minded organizations – those upon which they are most dependent. In effect,
organizations construct their own ‘relevant’ relationships and environments. This
networked environment, which is situated at the level between the organization
and its overarching institutional environment, constitutes an ‘organizational field’



ORGANIZATIONS AND ORGANIZATIONAL 
FIELDS (2)

• Organizational fields emerge over time, as interdependent organizations act
together to create stability within their domains. In the process, they develop a
set of structured practices and patterns of interactions, as well as a common
meaning system unique to their institutional space. Once taken for granted, these
practices recreate and reconstruct the existing order of things. This structuration
of the field that allows for its governance.

• Typically, the most powerful incumbents dominate the field, defining the
boundaries and meaning of the space as well as the roles and relationships of its
occupants. Weaker parties generally accept their inferior status, given their
dependence and the benefits that accrue from participation in the field.
Incumbents can, moreover, strengthen their positions if they can link their claims
to general societal understandings about how things ought to be done.

• However, the increased structuration cannot only generate consensus, but also
dissent. Hence, although organizational fields are relatively stable, they are
subject to effective challenges and transformations over the long term.



THE ORGANIZATIONAL FIELDS OF THE 
INTERNET: EVOLUTION AND HISTORY

The history of the Internet is the result of a four-stage evolution. Four 
organizational fields have followed one another until now
1. The AT&T’s rise and fall.
2. The ARPANET era and the emergence of TCP/IP.
3. The National Science Foundation’s era 
4. The emergence of the Internet marketplace.



AT&T: THE UNIFIED TELEPHONE REGIME:
THE RISE

• In 1913 the Bell System and the US government subscribed the “Kingsbury Commitment”. It was an agreement that legitimated
the company’s monopoly status while subjecting it at one and the same time to government regulation. An organizational field
that approximated unity and stability was born in the telecommunication sector.

• The operational goal of the Kingsbury Commitment was: “one system, one policy, universal service”. Comprised of AT&T and its
subsidiaries and affiliates, the regulated Bell System offered a complete range of telecommunication services. Having a total of
$150 billion in assets in 1983, it constituted the world’s largest corporation

Why the Kingsbury Commitment was subscribed?

• At the beginning of the last century, AT&T, faced a very dynamic technological environment and a fast-growing demand. As it is
normal in such circumstances, it sought to reduce complexity and uncertainty by vertically integrating all aspects of its business
into one bureaucratic hierarchy. To do so, it had to subdue its rivals in the field, which it did relentlessly by denying interconnection
to competitors unwilling to join the Bell System on its terms

• As the value of the telephone industry’s monopoly grew, so did the threat from competitors. Under challenge, Theodore Vail, the
president of AT&T sought to head off the opposition by asking the US government to regulate the company.

• Acknowledging the benefits of monopoly, the government restructured the field, allowing AT&T to operate as a near monopoly,
subject to government scrutiny. AT&T was required to provide services as a common carrier with the government assuring
compliance. Taking the form of a monopoly, the Bell System provided guaranteed interoperability, thereby enjoying the advantage
of economies of scale and scope. Having waged a nationwide public relations campaign, AT&T convinced the public that a
regulated monopoly was the only way to reduce ‘wasteful competition’



AT&T: THE UNIFIED TELEPHONE REGIME:
THE FALL (1/3)

• The fall of the Bell System was the consequence of a phase transition,
which is to say a gradual build up over time followed by a sudden and
total restructuring of the field. As its environment changed, AT&T was
no longer fit to operate successfully

• Four interdependent factors accounted for this shift:
1. technological developments
2. economic developments
3. changes in approaches to regulation
4. the opening of the long-distance market to competition



AT&T: THE UNIFIED TELEPHONE REGIME:
THE FALL (2/3)

• Technological developments
had a major impact, bringing about the convergence of the telecommunications and
information technology fields. This convergence led to the unbundling of the network, allowing
customers to purchase technologies and services as single units. In addition, as new
technologies both increased in capabilities while costs declined, barriers to entry into
telecommunications were greatly reduced. Hence, many newcomers made significant inroads
into AT&T’s traditional markets. The entry of these competitors put pressure on the system of
subsidized pricing that had been so elaborately constructed over the years

• Economic developments
greatly increased others’ incentives to enter the market. In particular, as information began to
play a more strategic role in business, larger users began to seek more efficient ways of
purchasing telecommunications services. Thus, they established their own internal
telecommunications networks, bypassing the Bell System and purchasing services and
equipment in the unregulated market. Recognizing the high stakes, they joined forces with the
burgeoning new service providers to press for greater competition



AT&T: THE UNIFIED TELEPHONE REGIME:
THE FALL (3/3)

• Changes in approaches to regulation
were also taking place. As early as the 1940s, some began to challenge the public
utility concept. In the field of telephony, this attitude was reflected in the radical
changes in the nature of the relationship between the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) and AT&T. Impressed by the innovative potential of new technology,
the FCC issued a number of decisions leading to the divestiture of the Bell System. In
1959 the FCC promulgated its ‘Above 890’ decision, liberalizing the licensing of private
microwave systems and allowing the newly created Microwave Communications, Inc.
(MCI) to offer private line service. With the subsequent ‘Carterfone’ decision in 1969,
the FCC opened the customer-premises market to entry.

• The opening of the long-distance market to competition
followed the 1976 and 1978 decisions on ExecuNet, requiring AT&T to provide
connections to MCI. Effective as of January 1984, after the approval of the
Modification of Final Judgment (MFJ) by the United States District Court for the District
of Columbia, settling the antitrust law suit United States v. AT&T, the Bell System came
to an end.



THE ARPANET ERA: LOGIC AND STRUCTURE 
OF THE FIELD

• Whereas creating a stable, integrated field of telephony required a top-
down strategic approach, the task of creating a unified data
communication field was altogether different

• The creators of the ARPANET sought to attract adherents with positive
inducements

• In addition, while telephone service was a commercialized private good,
packet-switched data services were substantially a public good. Thus,
whereas US government regulation often constrained AT&T’s economic
ambitions, in the case of ARPANET, the government sponsored and actively
promoted the Internet’s success

• The result was a non-commercial, user-oriented organizational field, which
was based on the principles of sharing and reciprocity rather than on
profit-oriented calculations.



THE ARPANET ERA: HISTORY (1)

• ARPANET was one of the most successful instances of sustainable government
investment in infrastructure

• The government’s willingness to back the project reflected the Cold War climate of the
time. In October 1957 the Soviet Union launched Sputnik, raising US fears that the US
prowess in science and defense technology was at risk

• In response, President Eisenhower prioritized research and development, resulting in the
1958 establishment of the Advanced Research Project Agency (ARPA) within the US
Department of Defense

• Unlike the privately funded public switched telephone network, the ARPANET was
publicly financed through the ARPA to the amount of $833 million over four years

• ARPA’s task was to test innovative technologies such as packet switching, distributed
computing, and the interconnection of heterogeneous computer systems

• The aim was to enhance productivity and innovation by allowing for greater resource
sharing



THE ARPANET ERA: HISTORY (2)

• ARPA did not conduct research on its own. Instead, it established a
distributed division of labor, funding major computer research centers
with grants of $500 000 to $3 million to work on various aspects of
interrelated computer research

• The first four centers were at the University of California, Los Angeles,
Stanford Research Institute, the University of California, Santa
Barbara, and the University of Utah. By addressing different, but
related, aspects of research, each center complemented the others

• In addition, ARPA contracted with the firm Bolt, Beranek and
Newman (BBN) to build the communications layer and administer the
system



THE ARPANET ERA: HISTORY (3)

• ARPA coordinated its efforts through informal working groups comprised of
representatives from each center (Principal Investigators). These centers developed a
framework for building a network of heterogeneous computers and researchers that
could work together and share resources. Their goal was to create a low-level
communication platform, upon which higher communication functions might be built

• A core group of PIs formed the Network Working Group (NWG), which assembled
periodically to develop software for host computers and discuss early experiences with
the network

• From this group, a plan emerged to create an autonomous sub-network of computers
within the network. It should be designed to provide a common, mediating interface, or
instant message processor (IMP), that could link to all computers as well as route traffic
throughout the network.

• An autonomous sub-network allowed researchers to concentrate on developing their
own, specialized content, rather than being responsible for interconnection and traffic
routing



THE ARPANET ERA: THE PACKET SWITCHING 
TECHNOLOGY

• A new technology – packet switching – was adopted to carry out the
functions of the sub-network. This technology allowed messages to be
routed through the sub-network via a common ‘message’ protocol, where
they were broken up into packets that could then be transmitted
separately through the network, taking different paths depending on which
were free at the moment. On reception at the host computer, the packets
would be recombined in the correct sequence

• Packet switching was well suited to handling the ‘bursty’ traffic associated
with data transmission. Moreover, it was faster, cheaper, and more
accurate than circuit-switched telephony, and as such it was ideal for real-
time interactive communication. This was evermore true as the cost of
switching in relationship to transmission significantly declined



THE ARPANET ERA: THE LAYERED 
ARCHITECTURE

• ARPA’s network – the ARPANET – evolved into three layers:
1. a sub-network, or communication layer that comprised the packet-

switching IMPs;
2. a host layer, labeled the Network Control Center, which provided end-to-

end communication between host computers as well as a universal
interface for user service;

3. an applications layer that fed data to the Network Control Program (NCP)
where it was packaged and sent to the local IMP.

• Once this architecture was established, building the network was
relatively straightforward: by 1969, the sub-network was put into
place, while the host and application protocols followed in the next
two years



THE ARPANET ERA: SYNERGIES AND 
EXTERNALITIES AT WORK (1)

• The development of synergies and externalities was a typical feature of the Internet from
the beginning

• One of the first problems faced by ARPANET was the lack of demand, due to the fact that
available applications were limited. The Network Working Group engaged in developing
new software to rectify the situation. It succeded thanks to ARPA’s informal,
decentralized, consensus-based management style and participatory organizational
culture, that promoted a collective approach to problem solving.

• The researchers’ common background in computer science played an important role in
this regard:

• because this new field was so small, many of its top researchers were acquainted with one
another;

• engaging in many of the same problems, they shared much in common;
• their ‘hacker’ culture emphasized openness, experimentation, and freewheeling, interactive

engagement.
• This shared culture not only fostered participation, it also generated the social capital

required for collaboration and knowledge sharing to take place



THE ARPANET ERA: SYNERGIES AND 
EXTERNALITIES AT WORK (2)

• Such synergies and positive externalities continued to expand the ARPANET as experimental
applications, such as remote interactive login, file transfer protocol, and electronic mail were
developed by users, refined by the NWG, and put into place

• In 1971, ARPANET ran at only 2 percent of its capacity. A turning point came when ARPA rallied
the members of the NWG and software experts to develop network applications to be showcased
on the ARPANET at an International Conference on Computer Communications (ICCC) held in
October 1972. The demonstration was a great success. Observers quickly became ‘early adopters’.
In August 1972 the Internet consisted of only 29 IMP nodes. By September 1973 there were 30;
by June 1974 there were 40; and by July 1975 they totaled 65. By 1981 there were 213 host
computers, with another host added about every 20 days

• Efforts were also underway to port ARPANET to packet radio and satellite technology. However, to
transfer data packets across these diverse networks required redesigning the NCP protocol.
Between 1973 and 1978, four reiterations took place. The final version, designed to
accommodate voice transmission, divided the original NCP protocol into two layers, TCP
(Transmission Control Protocol) and IP (Internet Protocol). The TCP breaks messages into streams
of packets at the source and reconfigures them when they reach their destination. The IP
addresses the messages, ensuring that the packets are routed across multiple nodes and even
across multiple networks with different standards



THE ARPANET ERA: FROM ARPA TO THE 
DEFENSE COMMUNICATION AGENCY

• Numerous externalities rapidly moved the ARPANET up the diffusion curve:
• TCP/IP’s open, non-proprietary protocol;
• the growing availability of low-cost computers;
• the creation of an extended user base engaged in network applications development

• The ARPANET’s growth soon overwhelmed ARPA’s ability to take it forward
• In 1972, ARPA sought out private-sector actors to assume responsibility for the network without

success.
• AT&T had emphatically shied away from any offers of collaboration. It was sceptical of ARPA’s venture from

the start, and fearing that data networking might undermine its own telephone monopoly
• The computer industry, although realizing the market potential for data communication, felt threatened by

open standards. IBM and DEC (the Digital Equipment Corporation) sought to develop proprietary data
communication standards.

• The ARPANET was than turned over to the Defence Communication Agency (DCA) in 1975. Access
was not limited, anyway. The DCA made the open standard, TCP/IP, mandatory for all ARPANET
users. In 1983, access was extended further, when the military cordoned off its segment, MILNET,
but maintained TCP/IP as the ultimate, connecting link.



THE ARPANET ERA: THE UNIQUE FEATURES 
OF THE ORGANIZATIONAL FIELD

• The success of ARPANET stemmed not only from having public funding in
its initial stage, but also from its unique institutional milieu, which
engendered a community of practice that encouraged trial and error,
learning by doing, and participatory feedback

• ARPA, which spanned the worlds of academics, computer scientists,
defense specialists, and industry practitioners, constituted an
organizational field, with its own internal modes of operation. However,
unlike the field of telephony, which was highly structured and deeply
embedded in society, the ARPA field was both loosely coupled as well as
lightly embedded in its surroundings. As a result, in contrast to AT&T, which
was unable to adapt to its changing environment, ARPA’s flexible structure
allowed it to coevolve when its very success brought about major changes
in the landscape. Moreover, the open, interactive culture developed during
this period generated the modus operandi for the period that followed



THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION AND 
THE BIRTH OF COMMERCIAL INTERNET (1)

• The increasing externalities and added value associated with ARPANET
generated private-sector interest in developing for-profit data
communication services

• The National Science Foundation (NSF) played a central role in the
transition towards the commercial Internet

• by building and subsidizing the high-speed NSFNET, the NSF helped overcome
problems of collective action that typically inhibit collaboration

• generated a public good that induced cooperation and participation among
heterogeneous players, and provided an economic platform upon which participants
could coordinate their interactions and create a market for Internet services

• by creating demand through its advanced computing research centers and business
sites helped engender a critical mass of users, which made private investments
sustainable

• Its science-oriented practices and policies also contributed to a narrative that
distinguished the Internet field from other commodity markets



THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION AND 
THE BIRTH OF COMMERCIAL INTERNET (2)

• In January 1981 NSF approved the (second) proposal from Professor Lawrence Landweber of the University
of Wisconsin to provide five years of funding to develop a computer science network linking university
campuses across the United States. This proposal reflected growing demands by university computer
scientists to gain ARPANET access, which was then only open to defense-related researchers. The ARPANET’s
restricted access policy had created a two-tiered field of computer science, such that those without access
saw themselves, as did others, as second-class citizens. Coming at a time when ARPA had partitioned its
military network (MILNET) from the ARPANET, Landweber’s proposal was feasible for the first time

• The NSF pledged to create a Computer Science Network (CSNET) with support for five years, after which it
would be self-supporting. Backbone users were required to conform to NSF’s ‘Acceptable Use Policy’
restricting traffic to open research and education and prohibiting commercial activity. Usage fees ranged
from $5000 annually for universities to $30 000 for industry facilities

• But the building of the NSFNET required more than financing. Buy-in from government agencies and
academic science programs was needed. Just as ARPANET had been inspired by Sputnik, the NSFNET gained
traction after the Japanese launch of its fifth-generation supercomputing program. Concerned to lose its
pre-eminence in microelectronics and computing, the US Congress asked the NSF to create a
supercomputing program so as to make high-performance computing:

• available to all fields of science
• with no redundant capabilities
• able to offer new opportunities of collaboration among government, industry and academia



THE BIRTH OF COMMERCIAL INTERNET: 
FROM NSF TO MERIT

• As a first step, the NSF set out to support supercomputing research at all US universities. To this
end, it developed a multi-tiered system, much like the network itself, whereby each level was
both independent of, but also interdependent on, the others. Accordingly, each university center
was to build its own network with seed money from the NSF. These research centers were then
connected at the regional level, using leased lines from local and regional network providers.
These networks, of which there were seven by early 1988, constituted the mid-level network. To
get them up and running, the NSF initially subsidized them, but they were expected to become
self-supporting. The regional networks were then connected to the high-speed national
‘backbone’ network, CSNET

• CSNET, however, was poorly equipped to handle the subsequent increase in traffic, or to manage
a network of such rapidly growing size. Cost was one issue. In 1992, the NSF spent approximately
$11 million annually on CSNET, and an additional $7 million to support the regional networks.
Close to 80 percent of these costs went to leasing lines and routers. Management costs were also
high, as NSF had only 14 staff members to oversee the network. Hence in 1987, the NSF turned
over the construction and management of the backbone network, subsequently renamed the
NSFNET, to the Michigan Educational Research Information Triad (MERIT) in collaboration with
MCI and IBM at the cost of $14 million. Under the terms of the contract, MERIT was to manage
and administer the NSFNET; MCI to maintain it; while IBM was to provide its management
software and packet switches.



THE BIRTH OF COMMERCIAL INTERNET: 
FROM NSF TO MERIT

• Under MERIT’s tenure, the NSFNET backbone network underwent a major
transformation:

• To accommodate increased traffic and high-speed users, MERIT upgraded transmission lines
from 54 Kbps to speeds ranging from 1.5 to 45 Mbps

• NSFNET also employed the TCP/IP rather than the more formal but underdeveloped 
International Standard Organization’s Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) suite

• TCP/IP gave the NSFNET its decentralized, modular, ‘end-to-end’ architecture, 
whereby application-specific functions were located on the end users’ hosts at 
the ‘edges’ of the network. This allowed all participants to manage their own 
portion of the network, while still being able to connect to the network as a 
whole. Given this modular design, the NSFNET was very flexible in handling new 
service providers, innovations, applications, and so on. Changes to the system 
could be made on a piecemeal basis rather than in a costly system-wide overhaul. 
In this way, several new protocols were added to TCP/IP to accommodate new 
services



THE BIRTH OF COMMERCIAL INTERNET: THE 
BANDWAGON EFFECT

• This design fostered a critical mass of users, generating a ‘bandwagon effect’. interconnection 
leads to benefits for virtually everyone. The NSF, by providing open interconnection at a 
subsidized cost, made possible to internalize the externalities

• The major source of NSFNET’s externalities was the expanding user base. Individuals benefited 
from greater interconnections and the increased applications that additional users inspired. 

• There were also a number of complementary externalities:
• the advent of personal computers
• the declining cost of computing
• the development of a Domain Name System
• the addition of new search applications (Gopher, Veronica, and Archie)

• The result was a precipitous growth in NSFNET traffic. In the fall of 1985, only 2000 computers 
could access the network. Two years later there were 30 000, increasing to 159 000 over the 
following two years. Internet traffic kept pace. Between May 1989 and May 1991, Internet traffic 
expanded from 1 billion packets per month to 7.65 billion packets. Two years later it was almost 
twice as high, at 14.9 billion packets



THE BIRTH OF COMMERCIAL INTERNET: THE 
EXPANSION OF COMMERCIAL NETWORKS

• These externalities did not go unnoticed. Anticipating the potential profits, MERIT spun
off a non-profit corporation in 1990 called Advanced Network Services (ANS). By
subcontracting the backbone network’s operations to ANS, MERIT was free to create a
for-profit subsidiary – CO+RE – to offer services to the growing number of businesses
users of TCP/IP.

• Other organizations, including the recently divested regional Bell operating companies,
joined partnerships to realize similar opportunities. Because commercial networks could
not run over NSFNET (because of the NSF’s Acceptable Use Policy), these providers had
to build their own backbone networks, assuring that the capacity and reach of the
backbone was greatly expanded.

• By the mid-1990s, the regional companies had become national, commercial Internet
providers with commercial networks paralleling the NSFNET. Importantly, given the low
cost of entry, new players entered the market, bringing with them adaptations of
technology for new uses, locations, market settings and applications. As a result, a
competitive market for high-speed national computer networking services emerged



THE BIRTH OF COMMERCIAL INTERNET: THE 
NETWORK GOES PRIVATE

• NSF managers favored these developments, given their limited management
capacity and financial resources. They believed that:

• commercialization would allow the NSFNET to incorporate new technologies and industrial
partners upon whom the future Internet would depend

• without commercial constraints, private-sector networks would greatly expand their
networks’ capacities and usage

• Congress confirmed this approach on 11 September 1991 with the passage of the
High-Performance Computing and National Research and Education Network Act.
This Act:

• cancelled the NSF Acceptable Use Policy
• reiterated the government’s support for science and for the expansion of the Internet to the

public through the development of a National Research Education Network (NREN)
• encouraged and supported the development of the mid-level regional networks by fostering

network synergies through partnerships of universities, network providers, and businesses
(such as BARNET, SURNET, and NYSERNET). These partnerships not only brought diverse
providers together, they also helped to aggregate user demand



THE BIRTH OF COMMERCIAL INTERNET: THE 
INTERCONNECTION STAGE

• Commercial arrangements for interconnection also helped to determine the structure of the
emerging Internet field. Acting through its proprietary company CO+RE, MERIT asserted its
dominance based on its exclusive ability to move commercial traffic over the NSFNET. Its leverage
was significant, given that at the time approximately 35 percent of all network sites could only be
reached by travelling on the NSFNET backbone network. In February 1991, three commercial ISPs,
PSINET, UUNET, and CERFnet of California sought to offset this advantage by forming the
Commercial Internet Exchange (CIX) with a router in Santa Clara, California

• Concerns about unfair competition led to a Congressional hearing in March 1992. The House
Subcommittee on Science called on the NSF to establish four network access points (NAPs),
where providers could work out their interconnection agreements, either bilaterally or
multilaterally. In June 1992, ANS and CIX agreed to interconnect. The NAPs, each operated by a
different telecommunications company, were subsequently created in 1994, located in San
Francisco, Chicago, New York and Washington, DC. At each of these, ISPs could interconnect and
share data in a peering fashion. Generally speaking, the large national ISPs established bilateral
peering agreements and negotiated payment schemes with smaller providers. Smaller providers,
which might serve only a few thousand customers, established a number of multilateral
agreements, allowing them to send traffic on others’ communication lines



THE BIRTH OF COMMERCIAL INTERNET: THE 
WORLD WIDE WEB

• Berners-Lee's breakthrough was to marry hypertext to the Internet. In his book Weaving The
Web, he explains that he had repeatedly suggested to members of both technical communities
that a marriage between the two technologies was possible. But, when no one took up his
invitation, he finally assumed the project himself. In the process, he developed three essential
technologies:

• a system of globally unique identifiers for resources on the Web and elsewhere, the universal document
identifier (UDI), later known as uniform resource locator (URL) and uniform resource identifier (URI);

• the publishing language Hypertext Markup Language (HTML);
• the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP)

• The World Wide Web had several differences from other hypertext systems available at the time.
The Web required only unidirectional links rather than bidirectional ones, making it possible for
someone to link to another resource without action by the owner of that resource. It also
significantly reduced the difficulty of implementing web servers and browsers (in comparison to
earlier systems), but in turn presented the chronic problem of link rot. Unlike predecessors such
as HyperCard, the World Wide Web was non-proprietary, making it possible to develop servers
and clients independently and to add extensions without licensing restrictions. On 30 April 1993,
CERN announced that the World Wide Web would be free to anyone, with no fees due. This
produced a rapid shift toward the Web. An early popular web browser
was ViolaWWW for Unix and the X Window System.



THE BIRTH OF COMMERCIAL INTERNET: THE 
WORLD WIDE WEB

• Historians generally agree that a turning point for the Web began with the introduction of
the Mosaic web browser in 1993, a graphical browser developed by a team at the National Center
for Supercomputing Applications at the University of Illinois at Urbana–Champaign (NCSA-UIUC).

• Funding for Mosaic came from the US High-Performance Computing and Communications
Initiative and the High Performance Computing Act of 1991. Prior to the release of Mosaic,
graphics were not commonly mixed with text in web pages and the web's popularity was less than
that of older protocols in use over the Internet, such as Gopher and Wide Area Information
Servers (WAIS). Mosaic's graphical user interface allowed the Web to become, by far, the most
popular Internet protocol.

• The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) was founded by Tim Berners-Lee after he left the
European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) in October 1994. It was founded at
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Laboratory for Computer Science (MIT/LCS) with
support from the ARPA; a year later, a second site was founded at INRIA (a French national
computer research lab) with support from the European Commission DG InfSo; and in 1996, a
third continental site was created in Japan at Keio University. By the end of 1994, the total
number of websites was still relatively small, but many notable websites were already active that
foreshadowed or inspired today's most popular services.



THE BIRTH OF COMMERCIAL INTERNET: THE 
GOVERNANCE

• In the years during which the NSF oversaw the NSFNET, it provided an institutional platform to
match the Internet architecture, which attracted an ever-increasing number of diverse entities to
create a dynamic common-pool resource rife with positive externalities. Just as importantly, the
NSF provided a safe, and relatively cost-free site where all the divergent participants could
converge to negotiate the Internet field and work out a governance system to preserve the
commons

• Most notable was the development of Internet norms and governance institutions that sustained
themselves even in the context of commercialization. These include, for example, the Internet
Activities Board (IAB), which was established in 1984 to manage and guide the development of
the network and its protocols (renamed Internet Architecture Board after 1992). Under its
purview were two additional organizations: the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), formed in
1986, which was charged with addressing short-term, practical issues; and the Internet Research
Task Force (IRTF), which was set up in 1989 to examine long-term issues. In addition, the Internet
Society (ISOC) was founded in 1992 to serve as an umbrella organization that would provide
leadership for the IETF and the IAB. Finally, the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and
Numbers (ICANN) was established in 1988 as a non-profit global organization responsible for
coordinating the Internet system of unique identifiers



THE FREE MARKET ERA: THE ADVENT OF A 
TECHNOLOGICAL REVOLUTION

• On 30 April 1995, the commercial backbone networks formally replaced
the NSFNET. Private network providers, eager to get into the game,
subsequently invested enormous resources in further developing the
Internet. With the advent of the World Wide Web, the field exploded as
externalities multiplied. In contrast to the NSF period, where players were
brought together in a relatively orderly fashion, in the post-NSF period, the
market had to sort it all out.

• The Internet, or the World Wide Web, set off a chain reaction whereby
interdependent innovators and entrepreneurs, benefiting from the positive
externalities associated with the common pool of knowledge and
resources, as well as dense feedback loops, continuously generated new
breakthroughs and spaces for profitable opportunities.



THE FREE MARKET ERA: THE OVERINVESTMENT IN 
THE TELECOMUNICATION NETWORKS
• As one might expect, exuberant investment in the Internet followed in the wake of its commercialization. Some figures:

• between 1996 and 2001, AT&T, MCI and Sprint increased the amount of fiber cable deployed sevenfold, enough to circle the equator
750 times.

• between the first quarter of 1996 and the fourth quarter of 2000, the total investment in communications equipment grew at a rate
of nearly 18 percent, increasing from approximately $62 billion to more than $125 billion.

• From April 1997 to March 2000, the NASDAQ index of telecommunications shot up from 198 to 1230, by an average annual gain of 84
percent

• This telecom investment was stimulated by a number of factors
• For one, the commercialization of the Internet coincided with the advent of the World Wide Web and the first major commercial

browser, Netscape Navigator. Telecom providers anticipated that both of these technologies would greatly stimulate bandwidth
demand, while greater bandwidth would generate higher bandwidth applications.

• Opening up local service markets to competition, the Telecommunications Act of 1996 induced many participants to become full
service providers. So to beat out the others, each built out their capacity as fast as they could

• But the bubble was unsustainable:
• from late 2000, investment in communication infrastructure was negative for seven quarters in a row. In the fourth quarter of 2001, It

totaled less than $93 billion, a drop of approximately 30 percent from the previous year.
• investment in communication equipment, as a percentage of total private investment, dropped from 7 percent in 2000 to 4.8 percent

in 2002.
• the NASDAQ index of telecommunication stocks declined from 1230 in 2000 to around 200 in 2002. By May 2003, it was only 136.

• A rash of bankruptcies, large devaluations of company equity, declines in prices, and industry consolidation followed



THE FREE MARKET ERA: THE DOT-COM 
BUBBLE

• With the commercialization of the Internet and the development of the World Wide
Web, investors rushed to enter e-commerce. Uncertainty and reckless choices
dominated the scenery

• The success of online companies such as eBay demonstrated the gains to be made.
Having set up shop in September 1995, the eBay site had 41 000 users within a year, and
trades were valued at $7.2 million. Growth continued steadily, so that by the end of 2000
the site had 22 million users trading $5.4 billion worth of goods. Seeking to replicate such
success, a flood of dot-com companies jumped on the bandwagon. By the late 1990s
somewhere between 7000 and 10 000 dot-coms had been established. These companies
had little trouble finding financial backers. Investors, fearing that others would pre-empt
them and enter the market faster, made a number of hasty and rash decisions. By 1999,
venture capital investments in dot-coms reached $48.3 billion

• The dot-com bubble burst in the spring of 2000, as companies began to fold
precipitously. In the two-year period between spring 2000 and 2003, approximately 5000
dot-com companies went under. Reflecting these developments, the Dow Jones Internet
stock index plunged 93 percent, while the NASDAQ composite index lost 78 percent of its
value



THE FREE MARKET ERA: VICTORIES AND 
DEFEATS OF THE INCUMBENT COMPANIES

• Despite the collapse, e-commerce survived, and the proportion of US retail conducted over the
Internet remained steady as entrepreneurs caught up with the technology and adapted their
business plans accordingly. Users also became more comfortable with and trusting of Internet
technology and online relationships during this period

• Likewise, the telecom sector made a comeback, and many of the large media conglomerates
remained in place, such that concentration levels approximated those of the 1950s. They aimed
to turn the Internet to their advantage. Seeking to retain audiences numbering in the billions, and
combined revenues totaling trillions, these conglomerates sought to tame the Internet by
incorporating it into their vertically integrated model absorbing the prime Internet players.

• Time Warner provides a prime example of such an approach, mirroring that of many others. In
January 2000 it merged with AOL, the largest Internet firm, with the intent of becoming a major
content platform. This turned out to be a great miscalculation. The merger was premised on the
notion that customers, using dial-up Internet connections, would only be able to access content
through AOL. However, with the advent of web technology and broadband capacity offered
through phone and cable companies, ISPs like AOL could be circumvented

• And the war of the browsers?............



THE FREE MARKET ERA: SHARING CULTURE, 
OPEN-SOURCE AND CULTURAL PARTICIPATION
• The sharing culture and ideology that had been nurtured within the ARPANET

community brought to the emergence of a new, user-oriented, participatory business
model, epitomized by open-source undertakings such as Linux, Apache, and Wikipedia.

• Open-source advocates contended that a production system structured around
collaborative user interaction could be an extremely efficient and effective way of
organizing economic activities, especially when complex systems were involved.

• To facilitate and promote such participation, open-source advocates wanted property
rights systems to ensure free access to the tools necessary for user participation.

• As end users became directly engaged in online activities, the participatory culture
spread from the technology arena to the realm of cultural production

• Because information exhibits properties of public goods, non-profit, collaborative efforts
centering on the production of information content are not only sustainable, but, more
importantly, competitive with pure market-based efforts. Evidencing these trends is the
accelerating rate of collaborative peer-to-peer sites ranging from social networks, such as
Facebook and YouTube, to game platforms



THE FREE MARKET ERA: THE PROBLEM OF 
NET NEUTRALITY

• The structuration of today’s media field is still in the making. Two alternative modes of production – the 
closed, top-down, profit-oriented, vertically integrated model, and the open, decentralized, peer-to-peer, 
sharing model – are each operating successfully, but often in competition.

• In recent times tensions emerged around the problem of net neutrality.
• The conglomerate network providers want to provide a tiered access system, which would allow them to

reduce network congestion by giving preference to some Internet services – perhaps even their own – over
others. They argue that having discretion over provisioning is essential for generating sufficient revenues to
build out their systems and meet growing demand, an argument that the cable companies successfully made
several years ago.

• Those in favor of preserving the Internet’s end-to-end architecture, including big content players, such as
Netflix and Google, as well as smaller content providers, non-profits, and general users, are concerned lest
network providers use such discretion to recreate the top-down vertically integrated media industries of the
past, with higher costs, and less social benefits from greater externalities.

• Recently, battles between content providers and Internet service providers, have ended up in the US Courts.
Because the FCC had classified Internet services as information services, which can only be regulated with a
light hand, the Court ruled that the FCC does not have the authority to bar Internet service providers from
discriminating among their customers, thereby allowing them to strike deals in their favor. The FCC is
currently developing a new approach to safeguard an open Internet, possibly by reclassifying broadband
access providers as common carriers.



THE FREE MARKET ERA: WHAT’S NEXT?


